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Modern PowerBank has been equipped with a battery with capacity of 20000mAh. It features high charging power (100w) and has 4 ports
- 2 USB-A ports and 2 USB-C ports. There is a display on its body that shows the remaining charge level. The device is very light and its
thickness  does  not  exceed 18mm,  so  it  is  perfect  for  traveling.  The  hardware  is  certified  by  RoHS,  FCC and CE.  Moreover,  it  was  the
winner of Red Dot Design Award 2022.
 
Lightweight design
Take it with you everywhere! The device weighs just 490 g - thanks to its ABS and PC finish. Additionally, it is thinner than a standard
laptop (18mm). It features a minimalist design with a soft texture and comfortable grip. It has a hidden 0.6cm long button and is stable
and non-slip.
 
Capacity 20,000mAH
Charge  your  phone  repeatedly  thanks  to  its  20000  mAh  capacity!  The  device  will  come  in  handy  both  on  the  go  and  in  the  case  of
prolonged lack of access to electricity. You can charge the battery quite quickly using the Type-C port. Save time and energy! MacBook
Pro 13 charges to 39 percent in just 30 minutes. With the maximum power draw (65W), your device will be fully charged in 90 minutes.
And with 30W power consumption, the charging time will be 180 minutes.
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Precise and efficient time management
On the front you will find a built-in display that shows in real time: the level of charge in percent and the remaining charging time. You
will read from it the time needed to charge the powerbank and the remaining working time.
 
Versatility
Charge up to 4 devices at the same time and share the powerbank with your family and friends. The product will allow you to charge not
only  smartphones,  but  also  tablets,  laptops  or  speakers.  It  works  with  most  of  the  popular  USB-A/USB-C  powered  devices.  The  BPSII
technology supports fast charging, and the control chipset adjusts the current to the device, protecting it from damage. What's more, it
has multiple protections - against overcharging, over-discharge, over-voltage, overheating or short circuit.
 
Safe to use
The device is durable - it has been made of durable and wear-resistant materials. The powerbank has won numerous certificates and has
national safety and quality standards. What is more, the NTC temperature sensor intelligently monitors the temperature of the device.
Take it with you on the go! The powerbank meets international safety standards, so you can even have it on board an airplane.
 
Included
USB-USB-C cable
Brand
Baseus
Name
Blade Power Digital Display Fast Charging Power bank 20000mAh 100W Black
Model
PPDGL-01
Color
Black
Dimensions
162x143x18mm
Weight
approximately 490g
Battery
Lithium-polymer
Capacity
5000mAh/14.8V(74Wh) 20000mAh/3.7V
Rated capacity
12000mAh (5V/3A)
Energy conversion ratio
= 75%
Input Connectors
Type-C 1/2: 5V/3A, 9V/3A, 12V/3A, 15V/3A, 20V/3.25A (max)
Output Connectors
Type-C 1/2: 5V/3A, 9V/3A, 12V/3A, 15V/3A, 20V/5A , USB1/USB2: 4.5V/5A, 5V/4.5A, 5V/3A, 9V/3A 12V/2.5A Max
Power
Type-C1 + Type-C2: 65W + 30W , Type-C1/2 + USB1/2: 65W + 30W , Type-C1 + Type-C2 + USB1/2: 45W + 30W + 18W
Total output power
5V/9A Max
Compatibility
MacBook  Pro  15/13/13'',MacBook  12  ,  Lenovo  ThinkPad  E595/X1C/X270/T470/X1  Yoga,  ThinkPadS3-490  14'',  Yoga  920-13IKB,XiaoXin
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pro-131ML, Dell Latitude 5300 2-in1/7300/5480,XPS 13 9300/13-9365 i5-8200Y, E7480,InSpiron 13 7378 2-in-1

Preço:

€ 74.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Power Banks, 20000 mAh
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